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Is enough to know 
what people think of 

you?

Is that the right end to 
start asking questions?



2012: 8601 articles

2000: 402 articles



Is Reputation Important for Your 
Industry?

• More than 775,000 hits on Google for ”reputation
workout centers”

• More than 1.1 million hits on “health and fitness 
industry reputation”



• XXX after being open for now 3 years has built up such a brilliant 
reputation

The Health Nut’s Guide To Working Out 
In S.F. 



In addition to getting a resolution to their problem, 
upset customers might even intend to tarnish your 
reputation and influence others to avoid your gym. 
The worst part is that they can spread their messages 
through a wide variety of ways. 



Make sure the fitness center you're considering has a good reputation, a helpful 
staff, a clean facility and well-maintained equipment. When comparing health 
clubs in your area, Angie's List can provide great feedback from member reviews 
and ratings.

“Over the past seven years, Houston Gym has become a 
nationally recognized institution with a solid reputation and 
has attracted a wide range of clientele from absolute 
beginners to nationally known competitive bodybuilders and 
fitness enthusiasts,” says Johnnie West, Owner.

https://my.angieslist.com/Angieslist/join/pages/newaccount.aspx


People and the Media Are Paying 
Attention





Omdømme: Reputation

• Reputation is the sum of the attitudes that the members of a 
stakeholder group has toward an organization.

• The general estimation in which an organization is held.
• Beliefs about an organization are turned into reputation when a 

person compares what the organization does with their expectations 
and judges this behavior against their personal values. (Dowling)

• Reputation is not the same as goodwill. 



Simon Cole, WORLD ECONOMICS • 
Vol. 13 • No. 3 • July–September 2012



Reputations are:

• Good or bad
• Strong or weak
• At the bidding of 

different groups of 
stakeholders 

• Difficult to control
• Seen as an asset
• Difficult to value in monetary 

terms



Reputation as a Tool

• Reputation is used by stakeholders to estimate the risk of future 
interactions with an organization.

• Used by organizations to build word-of-mouth advocacy
• Used in corporate communication to build relationships and trust 



Reputation as an Aid (Dowling)

It adds extra psychological value to products
It helps reduce the risk customers perceive when buying products or services
It helps customers choose between products and services
It increases employee job satisfaction
It provides access to better quality employees when recruiting
It increases advertising and sales-force effectiveness
It supports new products introductions
It acts as a powerful signal to your competitors
It provides access to the best professional service providers
It provides a second chance in the event of a crisis
It helps raise capital on the equity market
It enhances bargaining power in trade channels





Relationships Produce Reputation

• “To require a reputation that is positive, enduring, 
and resilient requires managers to invest heavily in 
building and maintaining good relationships with 
their company’s constituents.” (Fombrun,  1996, p. 
57.)



• Reputation important for those with whom 
organization want to start a new relationship. 



“Reputation is not yours. Someone 
else gives it to you based on your 

performance.”

Duncan Hawthorne, 
President & CEO

Bruce Power



The biggest risks to 
corporate reputation are 
lying or misrepresenting 
facts about a product or 
service, or intentional 
wrongdoing or illegal 
actions by leaders. 

Harris Poll report 2016



It is the intangible assets of a company 
(including reputation) that currently 
represent as much as 40–60% of a 
corporation's market capitalization. 

Thus, a company's reputation is among its 
most valuable assets.
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Reputation is the most important commercial 
mechanism for conveying information to 
consumers. It is a distinctive capability that 
accrues competitive advantage to an 
organization.     

John Kay
Foundations of Corporate Success



Reputation is an Emotional Bond
Reputation is measured by the 
degree people:

• Admire and respect the 
organization

• Trust the organization
• Feel good about the 

organization
• Think the organization has an 

overall good reputation



Rational Explanation of the Emotional

• Products/
Services
• Innovation
• Workplace
• Governance
• Citizenship
• Leadership
• Performance

• Admire and respect 
organization

• Trust organization
• Feel good about 

organization
• Thinks organization 

has an overall good 
reputation



Reputation Management: “Below the line” impact

Business 
Results

Strategic 
Goals

Corporate
Initiatives

Perceptions of 
the company
(Reputation)

Supportive 
Behaviors
towards the 
company

• Purchase products
• Invest in 
• Recommend the 

company/products
• Work for 
• Benefit of doubt

• Products/Services
• Innovation
• Workplace
• Governance
• Citizenship
• Leadership
• Performance



• 60% of purchasing decisions are based on the perception of the 
company over the product characteristics. 



RepTrak© Dimensions’ Importance, 
Norway, 2006-2014

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Products and 
Services 29 26,1 26,7 27,5 26,6 24,2 20.9 20.3 19.7

Leadership 15 15,5 15,8 15,8 15,7 16,1 13,2 13.2 12.8

Governance 17 17,3 15,7 14,6 14,9 15,1 17,2 17.5 17.4

Citizenship 11 12,4 11,6 12,1 12,1 12,3 13,1 13.1 13.7

Innovation 10 10,5 10,9 10,5 11,4 11,6 12,0 12.5 12.1

Working
environment 9 8,8 10,3 10,5 10,2 10,8 13,0 12.3 11.9

Performance 9 9,4 8,9 8,9 9,2 9,9 10,7 11.3 12.5



• In Norway almost 50% of reputation captured in social responsible 
behavior of an organization: 

• Workplace Environment
• Citizenship
• Governance



Reputation Isn’t A Popularity Contest 

Reputation Is An Outcome of Your Performance





Expected Behavior

Perceived Behavior

Behavior Delivery

Stakeholder-driven designs 
and standards

Organization’s  perceptions of 
stakeholder expectations

External 
Communications to 

Stakeholders

Firm

Stakeholders

Gap 1

Gap 2

Gap 3 Gap 4

Gap 5

Word of mouth 
communication

Past experiencePersonal Needs

PZB Model adapted by Brønn (2012)

Makes or breaks 
reputation.

Where decisions are
made that can cascade to 
either build up or build
down reputation.

It starts here



A Brand is a Promise Delivered



X  Experience∑Reputation =

Time

Organizational Attributes =  Organization’s value proposition 
(attributes) to stakeholders

Stakeholder Values =   The importance of the organization’s 
attributes to stakeholders

Experience =  How stakeholders perceive they have been 
treated by the organization and whether its promise is valid

Organizational Attributes

Stakeholder Values

Elliot S. Schreiber 2004©

Conceptual Model of Reputation©



Reputation starts with the questions:

1. Who and what are we? 
2. Is our public perception similar to what
we are saying about ourselves? 



• Central – the organization’s essence – what the organization 
itself defines as its most important characteristics  

• Enduring – an organization should exist over time  
• Unique -- what differentiates one organization from another –

the organization should know who and what it is and who and 
what it is not 

Organizational Identity
Who are we? 

Albert and Whetten (1985)



• “Identity” is the raison d’être of an organization. It is, simply, what the 
organization stands for above all else. 

• Provides the basis for understanding what you are and what you are
not.



• We experience identity when meeting an organization
• It is from identity we get an image
• Everything and everyone has an identity
• It is what makes us who we are
• It is possible to have multiple identities: parent, child, 

student, employee, etc.
• Human identity characteristics are used as metaphors to 

describe organizations



Ikke tull June...det er jo bare 
tull..

Peggy Simcic Brønn Why is it 
tull? It is totally possible. 70+ is 
NO hindrance to being in shape, 
quite the opposite.

https://www.facebook.com/pbronn


How a Reputation Becomes Positive

• Most of the experiences/information are favorable.
• Evaluative criteria reflect strengths of your organization.
• Organization is meeting or exceeding constituent expectations 

(standards).



• Importance and selection of evaluative criteria depend 
on stakeholder group -- their beliefs about what is 
distinctive, central and enduring in their relationship 
with the organization

Dowling, in Creating Corporate Reputations



A model of reputation management must include a rigorous 
communication plan of the values upon which the organization 
builds its reputation.

The reputation that is not announced does not 
generate any value to the organization



Omdømme

Egenart

Ekthet

Mottakelighet

Konsistens

Synlighet

Åpenhet

Most Important
Communication
Drivers of
Reputation



• ’The organization’s beating
heart’

• Genuine, honest, truthful
Ekthet

• The core of dialogueMottakelighet

• TransparentÅpenhet



The Business Impact of Supportive Behavior with the General Public

Note: “% Respondents who Would Recommend” = Top 2 Box (6-7)
Source: Norway Annual RepTrak™ 

Adj-R2 = 0.767Norway Pulse score
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Improve Reputation by 5 Points and Increase Recommendation by 6.3%
Analysis shows that if a company is able to improve reputation by 1 point the number of people who would positively 
recommend the company goes up by 1.26%. In a competitive situation increasing recommendation within the general public 
would have a dramatic impact on the bottom line reinforcing the benefits of active reputation management. 

http://www.nextgentel.no/
http://www.nextgentel.no/
http://www.skandiabanken.no/Skbweb/Default.aspx
http://www.skandiabanken.no/Skbweb/Default.aspx
http://www.nsb.no/forside/
http://www.nsb.no/forside/
https://www.if.no/web/no/privat/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.if.no/web/no/privat/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.meny.no/
http://www.meny.no/


What Impacts ’Word of Mouth’

1. Ekthet
2. Mottakelighet
3. Åpenhet



Effective Reputation Management

• Effective reputation management is a matter of identity-
reputation alignment. 

• When constituents “see” the organization the way the 
organization “sees” itself, there is identity-reputation 
alignment.  



Virksomhets identitet samsvarer med 
organisasjonsidentiteten når:

• Who we say we are is really who we are
• Who we are is who we want to be
• Our image reflects reality

Peggy Simcic 
Brønn



Hatch & Schultz 2003
Building/Positioning/Marketing the Brand: 
Aligning Vision-Culture- Image

• What images do stakeholders associate
with you?

• In what ways do your employees and
stakeholders interact?

• Do your employees care what
stakeholders think of you?

• Who are your stakeholders?
• What do your stakeholders 

want from you?
• Are you effectively 

communicating your vision 
to your stakeholders?

• Do you practice the values you
promote?

• Does your vision inspire all its
subcultures?

• Are your vision and culture
differentiated from those of your
competitors?



Align expectations, perceptions and reality 
with quanitative KPIs

Perceptions

Reality: Quality KPIs
Products/Services:  quantitative standards or 

awards

Innovation:  European Innovation Standards 

Networks 

Working environment: Best Place to Work, 

other internal surveys

Ethics and CSR: DowJones Sustainability 

Index, other CSR indices (ISO26000)

Management: 360 degree evaluations, etc.

Financial performance: ROI, price-earnings 

ratio, etc. 

Expectations



• If we accept the TNS survey results, the training/workout industry is 
in a crisis.

• People have a low opinion of it.  
• Are the opinions based on fact or perceptions? 
• If based on perceptions, can you change the image in the short-term?
• Build reputation in the long-term?



Peggy Simcic Brønn52

Image is reality. 
It is the result of our actions.
If the image is false and our performance is good, it’s our 

fault for being bad communicators. 
If the image is true and reflects our bad performance, it’s 

our fault for being bad managers. 
Unless we know our image we can neither communicate 

nor manage. 
David Bernstein, 1984



People have opinions but often no knowledge

• ”It’s great that it’s cheap, but you get the impression that the food is 
of bad quality, even if I have never tasted it. ”

• ”I can’t answer that since I’ve never used SAS, but I have read a lot 
of complaints in the media. ”



Good 

Bad

Bad Good

Perceptions

Reality

RISKS

OPPORTUNITIES

Action is required to 
capitalize on good 

reality and overcome 
poor perceptions.

Change is required to 
alter ‘reality’ and 

minimize reputational 
risk.



Coorientation-modellen

Organisasjonens
persepsjon av
A’s vurdering

Interessent A’s 
vurdering av

en sak

A’s persepsjon av 
organisasjonens 

vurdering

Organisasjonens 
vurdering av

en sak

FORSTÅELSE

ENIGHET

PRESISJON

KONGRUENSKONGRUENS

An issue of
concern

Reputation of 
‘Treningssenter’



56

4 Coorientation-situasjoner
• Virkelig konsensus

• Partene vet at de har samme oppfatning om en sak

• Dissens
• Partene er enige om at de har et avvikende syn

• Falsk konsensus
• Oganisasjonen tror at interessenten er enig i sak
• Interessenten tror feilaktig at organisasjonen deler

hans/hennes syn

• False conflict
• Partene tror de er uenige mens de i virkeligheten   

er enige



Issue: Why people 
go to training 
centers. 
Preconceived 
attitudes toward 
people who use 
gyms? 



Issue: 
contribution of 
industry to
national health 
issues 



Clear gap 
between 
reality and 
perceptions 



Reputation Levels
• Personal level
• Firm level
• Industry level -- stakeholders‘ perceptions of the 

common attributes of the industry or groups to 
which the firm is a member

• Trade association -- the most frequent means for 
competing firms to tackle reputation commons 
problems. 





Australia



• Where stakeholders cannot adequately differentiate the 
relative reputational effects of individual firms, they will 
collectively sanction the whole industry 

• The reputation of the industry is only as good as the 
reputation of individual companies. 



• Trade associations are the most frequent means for competing firms 
to tackle reputation commons problems. 

• They are usually voluntary membership, not-for-profit organizations 
formed by policy entrepreneurs within firms located in the same 
industry to collect, share and disseminate industry relevant 
information and provide a platform for collective representation and 
lobbying 



Challenge 

• Building industry 
reputation the same 
time as building firm 
reputation



Takk for Meg!!
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